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Abstract 
On single chip, Integration of storage and computational block has become viable due to 

continuous shrinking of CMOS technology. On-chip routers provide necessaryrouting 

functionality with low complexity and comparatively high performance, for effective global on 

chip communication. Designed router gives higher quality performance with reduced area and 

power consumption. This paper renders complete design and implementation of network on chip 

(NoC) router architecture.High level of parallelism has been attained by allowing router function 

for each input port and distributed arbiter which results in low latency, high speed and maximum 

performance. 

This paper presents an On-chip routers design using First In First out (FIFO) buffer.The concept 

of virtual channels (VCs) is removed from the previous designs by using a systematic flow 

control scheme that uses the storage already present in pipelined channels in place of direct input 

virtual channel buffer. The designed router shows power improvement of up to 66.66% with 

reduced delay of up to 99.80% in comparison with generic router while power improvement ofup 

to 60.48% with reduced delay of 90.88% in comparison with virtual channel router. 
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1. Introduction 
Advancements of deep submicron technology emphasized the necessity of the on-chip 

interconnects. As diminishing features sizes have led increases in global wiring delays. NoC 

architectures are look up as possible solution to the wiring challenges.Both NoC performance and 

energy budget depends mostly on the router buffer resources. Technology scales continuously 

increasing number of components and complexity for soc design. Commonly used shared bus on 

chip interconnect is not a good choice for large systems due to global wiring delays, noise, power 

dissipation and complexity of arbitration. With the advancements in IC technology,the gate delay 

reduces which lead to relatively increase the wire delay.The wire delay decides the overall 

performance of the system.Many researchers are trying to solve long global wire problem through 

the buffer insertion. Many SoCs use a system bus to connect several functional units. SoCsystem 

bus can support only limited number of functional units and there may be a scalability problem in 

heterogeneous multiprocessor system on chip( MPSoC).  

In order to solve these long global wire delay and scalability issues, many researchers suggested 

Packet based communication Network which is known as Network-on-Chip (NoC).NOC is used 

to connect many functional units(IP) with a universal communication network[1,9, and 10] global 

synchronization becomes harder to achieve due to costly clock skew[2,11]. Under such 

circumstances, on chip global wires begin to behave like transmission lines, which requires 

higher power consumption and chip resources in order to meet timing constraints. 

To overcome the above problem,here use the communication centric approach to integrate 

functional elements in complex SoCs.This new design allows the decoupling of the processing 

element from the network. Therefore global synchronization is not required. 

 

2.Related Works 
NoCdesign assumes data routing network consisting of communication pathsand routing nodes to 

provide a shared,segmented global communication structure within the on chip. Wiring required 

to form communication paths is very short because wires have to travel only local distance 

between routing nodes instead of global distances of an entire on chip system [3]. 
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Buffering is essential in most on-chip routers to provide temporary storage of packets that are in 

transit, and also helps to control traffic of transmitting data. Buffering is implemented mostly 

with first-in, first-out (FIFO) memory and can be expensive in terms of area for on-chip 

application [12]. As storing of packets requires more power incomparison with transmission, so it 

is better to transmit packets for developing cost effective system, the improved system 

performance can be achieved by reducing the buffer in quantity and size which reduces area and 

power consumption. Hence the design consideration focuses on two aspects i.e.Buffer size and 

the buffering scheme [4]. 

To minimize the size of buffer, iDEAL(inter –router Dual Function Energy and Area efficient 

Links) proposed and utilize repeaters with inter router channels as storage units.This design 

reduces the number of input buffer to half but with the cost of increased latency and 

complexity[6,14]. Dynamic buffering resources allocation ViChaR(Virtual Channel Regulator), 

focused on efficiently allocating buffers to all virtual channels,by deploying a unified buffering in 

spite of separated buffers with minimum Size [6,15].Buffer less routing is another approach 

which eliminates all input buffers without utilizing channel buffering[6].The wormhole router 

splits the packets into several flits which can be transfer in a single transmission. Buffer 

allocation and flit control are performed in a flit level in wormhole routing since wormhole 

routing does not allocate available buffers to whole packet [5,6]. Therefore the wormhole routing 

is a method which can minimize overall latency and may decrease buffer size compared to others. 

In addition, VCs are used to avoid deadlock problem and thus increase throughput. The 

mainpurpose of VCs is to decouple the allocation of buffer space to allow a flit to use a single 

physical channel and competing with other flits. There are existing two router techniques based 

on wormhole and other based on Virtual channel as below. 

 

2.1Wormhole Router-Thisrouter is generic NoC router.Wormhole (WH) switching reduces 

the buffer requirement in each router by dividing packets into smaller segments called flits (flow 

control units) and pipelining them through the network. The header flit is interpreted and 

immediately forwarded when there is space for that flit in the receiving router. The remaining 

flits of the same packet are forwarded in the same wayas the header as they arrive [16]. As a 

result, a packet occupies buffers in several routers and the links between them; hence WH 

switching increases the level of blockage in the network in case of a stall [10] 

 

2.2 Virtual Channel Router-This switching does not wait for a packet to be received entirety 

before making routing decisions [16]. Transfer latency can be reduced by interpreting the header 

as soon as it is available, without waiting for the data payload to be received after the header. The 

packet is forwarded to the next router only when there is available buffer space for the entire 

packet, otherwise the packet is buffered at the local node.  

 

2.3 Parallel Computing 
The router is the heart of an on-chip network, which performs crucial task of coordinating the 

data flow.The router operation consists of two basic fundamental regimes first the data path and 

the second associated control logic. The router is main component for the design of 

communication back-bone of NoC system.In a packet switched network, the router functionality 

forwards an incoming packet to the destination resourceif it is directly connected to it, or 

forwards the packet to another router connected to it [4]. In router architectures functional blocks 

communicate with each other with the help of intelligent switches. Here crossbar is used as 

switch, crossbar switch provide full connectivity between all available links [12]. Crossbar routes 

data from input channel to output channel depends on routing decision make by control logic 

[12]. Crossbar is controlledby the switch arbiter module [12].There is a central arbiter which 

establishes necessary connections between various channels. The bottleneck occurs at the central 

arbiter, which follows a round-robin approach of service. Theoretically, there are five possible 

parallel connections out of the total of twenty five combinations in a five port router. This 

architecture gives high-performance parallel computing systems.  
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3. Proposed work 
Fig.1 shows the block diagram of proposed router which has three main blocks, First in First out 

(FIFO) buffer, crossbar Switch and arbiter. The Router is packet switched and it provides five 

input/output ports namely local, North, East, South and West, to communicate with the local 

logic element and neighboring routers [8].In proposed architecture, data transfers by 

segmenting longer messages into smaller data packets, and forwarding these packets 

individuallyfrom sender to the receiver possibly with different routes and delays for each packet. 

Packet switching offers the potential for scalability. 

 

 

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Proposed Router 

Packets are composed of different fields,each field carrying specific information. Here packet size 

is of 40 bits. The first part is the header which carries three bit source address. Second part is 

destination address of three bit and remaining bits indicate data portion in which user specify its 

contents. Packetization of data allow to use wide interconnects for on-chip networks, thus 

increases the performance.  

 

3.1 FIRST-IN, FIRST-OUT Buffer 
In proposed router buffering is required to provide temporary storage of packets that are in 

transit. There is one input channel at each port, each running its own finite state machine (FSM) 

control logic. Each input channel has a first in first out (FIFO) buffer of depth 4 and data width of 

40 bits and a control Logic which has been implemented as a FSM. Complete transmission of 

packet occurs if and only if FIFO buffer of that input channel is not full and width of the buffer 

storage and the on-chip interconnect equal to the packet size. Thereby avoiding the need to 

transfer a packet in segments[7]. In this manner, the requirement for full packet reception is easily 

met with reduced complexity. The input channel sets the acknowledge line high, as long as there 

is a transfer taking place. The packet of data received from the previous router is stored locally in 

the FIFO buffer thereby implementing a store-and-forward data flow. 

 

3.2 Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar switch is designed with 5 multiplexers. A single large crossbar switch is used in this 

router which decreases router latency. Crossbar switch connects the 5 inputs port to 5 outputs port 

in a matrix manner. Five, 5:1 multiplexers are used, one at each input to the crossbar. All five 

inputs to the crossbar is fed to each multiplexer. As five input packets of 40 bits each from five 

input ports of router, therefore five, 5:1 multiplexers used inside the crossbar. All five inputs are 

connected to all the multiplexers. Which input is forwarded to the output is decided by the select 

lines generated by the control logic of arbiter.Header information of receiving packets will 

provide arbiter control logic.Outputs of multiplexers are the output ports of router.From that 

information arbiter computes the number of multiplexer i.e. select output channel. Once 

multiplexer is selected  for outputting data out of router, then three select lines as a  input to that  

multiplexer decides which input will outputted among five inputs coming to that selected 

multiplexers. 

 

3.3 Arbiter 
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Arbiter controls the arbitration of the ports and resolves contention problem. It keeps the updated 

status of all the ports and knows which ports are free and which ports are communicating with 

each other [8]. Packets with the same priority and destined for the same output port are scheduled 

with a round-robin arbiter.Suppose in a given period of time, there was many input ports request 

the same output, the arbiter is in-charge of processing the priorities among many different request 

inputs. The arbiter will release the output port which is connected to the crossbar once the last 

packet has finished transmission [8]. So that other waiting packets could use the output by the 

arbitration of arbiter.In this work, round robin arbitration algorithm use to assign priorities when 

many input ports request the same output. A round-robin arbiter operates on the principle that a 

request which was just served should have the lowest priority on the next round of arbitration. 

 

3.4 XY Routing 
In XY routing, a packet is forwarded horizontally till the target column is reached and is then 

forwarded vertically to the destination router. This means that there is no request for the East or 

West output ports by the North or South input ports. This fact is exploited and the FSMs of the 

mentioned output channels are simplified, as they need not service the mentioned input ports. 

This translates to significant area saving and reduction in number of clock cycles in servicing 

requests.For the implementation of a light weight router XY routing scheme is simple and easy 

with minimum area overheads and with good level of performance. 

 

3.5. Implementation 
 

 

Fig.2  Main Components of Router Architecture 

Design of NoC router with single crossbar architecture has been implemented in verilogHDL and 

is synthesized for FPGA technology. The router designed consists of four stages; routing, 

arbitration control logic, crossbar traversal, and four places FIFO buffer for each input channel. 

The functionality of each stage is replicated at each port to support concurrent connections for 

overall router. Fig. 2 illustrates the three components that implement the functionality of each 

stage; crossbar switch, arbitration unit, and four places FIFO buffer.  

Five Read signals are generated by considering current status of FIFO buffer signals of that 

particular port only.  

 

4. Conclusion 
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NoC router is implemented on FPGA, design and Simulation is done on ActiveHDL 9.3.The 

design is tested in Synopsys 45nm and 90nm technology and the results are as in table 1 

Table 1:  Parameters result in Synopsys  

Parameters 45 nm Technology 90 nm Technology 

Total Cell Area 32464.76 µm 75593.31 µm 

Net Switching Power 3.66 mw 954.93 µw 

Delay Slack 0.171 0.001 

 

The overall router design provides general Network on Chip support with reduced complexity, 

thereby achieving area efficiency in conjunction with field programmable gate array device. A 

Network on Chip Light weight parallel router architecture is implemented on FPGA. For 

significant area saving, Router has been designed with FSM control logic. A majority of the 

efficiency for router comes from adaptation of single crossbar design. Such a design allows the 

switch module to be more area-efficient than other equivalent module. The routing algorithms 

adapted for crossbar design provide low-complexity implementation of their logic. Complexity is 

further reduced by using the store-and-forward switching technique. A handshaking signal is used 

to provide low-overhead link-level flow control for reliable communication between router’s 

ports. FSM description control logic has been used to test the router with different scenarios to 

ensure correctness. The operational results have shown the functionality of the router to reflect 

the fact that the router design is suitable not only as an embedded module in future FPGAs, but 

also as a conventional programmable design in existing FPGAs. 
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